Personal memo from
JOSHUA LEDERBERG
SEP 27 1981

Bill Vestey

Thank you very much for your inspiring letter and excellent suggestions!

(1/11)

Himley may have had a sequel by Michael Howard. I'm looking forward to hearing from you again.

If you want to get back to us, but the alleged contact might be less effective, but he's getting you!

Re air power, have you interviewed Rostow? Still Zuckerman?

Do you know a book by Bialer (Vlad), "Fear of the Rusken?"

P.S. I have ordered your book on 1942-64.

Did I see something in the New York Times about technology and culture? (Was that yours, fugger?)

Re killing machinery not people, that is, bearing in mind "Europe's答复" that there is no USAF solution. But, like US policy, see Weingart's "A Way of War"

And Einstein's "And war strategy was certainly one of the greatest affronts..." and "Killing Chechnia?" was common rhetoric.

I think the case is that suggesting an attack on non-combatants, and the US could use the war against the enemy's technology to produce US guns.
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